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Watt surprises campus
By Danny McCrea

1

James Wat/: '1 believe in chanqe.

j)avid Hartan

Christmas break-ins
break new ground
By Melisse Swartwood

An unprecedented three burglaries
occurred at University-owned houses
during the Christmas break. This was
despite the large number of staff that the
Security Department had working during
the vacation.
"Traditionally, during the break, the
only break-ins that happen are students
entering their own houses. We're geared
to prevent that. Since '79, this is the
first year there has been a real burglary
problem," explained Bruce Sadler,
Director of Security.
On Christmas morning, a University
residence was discovered burglarized.
Entry had been gained by breaking a
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window. A microwave was stolen.
On December :7, Security caught two
juveniles with bolt-cutters attempting to
steal bikes from the Harringion-Schiff
breezeway. They were arrested.
Thieves broke a window to gain entry
to a University residence on December
29. A microwave, two bikes, and a TV
were among the items reported missing.
Another burglary was discovered on
December 30. A significant amount of
property of major monetary value was
stolen.
Other incidents included a car-stereo
theft, a trespasser, attempted car
burglaries, and vandalism by spraypaint,
s RRI7AK-IN1.R naie 3

Operas will
lighten your
weekend page 4

Perhaps it was surprising enough
when Lectures Chairman Steve
Bovingdon, a well-known liberal and
student activist, introduced James Watt
to the UPS community as being
"disarmingly friendly."
Mr. Watt, former Secretary of the
Interior under President Reagan, spoke to
a crowd of 250 students last Thursday
night in the fieldhouse as part of Student
Programs' lectures series.
Mr. Watt apparently surprised a
number of students by often sounding
like a Democrat campaigning for
political office. He seemed to disturb
others by saying that he "enjoyed seeing
'The Day After'," a television portraying
a nuclear holocaust.
Addressing a number of issues, he
stated that "things aren't good enough,"
referring to the current systems of social
security, trade, education, and welfare.
"You see, I believe in change," he added.
Mr. Watt added that President John F.
Kennedy's "philosophies are my
philosophies." He continued by
declaring, "I'm a radical because I believe
in change."
Perhaps these statements confused
some students who recalled Mr. Watt's
conservative philosophy and policies
toward the environment. At the press
conference preceding the speech, he stated
clearly that he was a conservative. He
added that when he was in college, the
liberals had the "new ideas," and that
now those ideas are not working.

Watt further clarified his politcal
stance by ardently criticizing liberals,
stating that "every segment of our
society is controlled by those who have a
liberal philosophy."
Watt told students that he belonged to
the Christian fundamentalist church, The
Assembly of God. He added that
environmentalists, along with the press,
have distorted "the fundamentalist
message."
When asked at the press conference
about his policies that would damage the
environment, he insisted that this
"doesn't relate to any truth at all." He
stated that the lands he was responsible
for were in "better condition" when he
left office than when he entered his
cabinet post.
He also defended Anne Burford, former
head of the Environmental Protection
Agency. He said that she "did a good
job... she did what she did and it hasn't
been changed. That's the interesting
thing."
Declaring himself an optimist, he
stated that "the best years are ahead of
us." He added that "what really controls
America is those who have a
philosophy, believe they're right."
He may have appeared intent on
political ambitions, but Mr. Watt
assured his audience that he was only
considering running for his local school
board.
At the Dress confere.nee Mr Watt
stated that his objective for coming to

see WATT, page 2

Special budget issue
Last week the Budget Task Force presented its goals and recommendations at the
regular student senate meeting. Questions were raised about the proposed 9.6%
tuition increase. Where is the money going? How much will tuition increase in the
future? How do our faculty salaries compare with those of other schools? The
special budget section of this weeks Trail attempts to answer some of the questions
raised.
For this special issue, we tried to get information from as many sources as we
could. We interviewed campus officials and policymakers, from the Financial Vice
President's office to the average student in the SUB. Some were reluctant to talk,
others didn't have much to say, but all had a little information to contribute to the
general picture of the overall budget. For details, turn to page 9.
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UPS wa to "present ideas," using the
word "crusade."
In his speech he stated, "I'm looking
for a handful of men and women who
will help make history." He added, "You
see, I believe in change."
When asked to comment on President
Reagan's arms sales to Iran and secret
channelling $30 million to the Contras
in Nicaraugua, Watt replied that it was
"not a sciidal."
When further pressed to comment on
the Reagan administration, he replied
that he was "looking to the 21st
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addressing the past.
Much of the fieldhouse appeared
restless during the question and answer
period. Several people were also
laughing to Mr. Watt's answers to
students' questions. One student,
frustrated with Watt's response to his
question, called the former cabinet
member, "a most beguiling individual."
Mr. Watt was apparently not sure
whether this was an insult.
The lecture fee given to Mr. Watt was
$5000, confirmed by Steve Bovingdon.
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By Tom Koontz
TAKE A WALK ON THE WILD SIDE
tudents interested in spending Spring Break backpacking in the Grand Canyon
ou1d stop by the Counseling Center, 216 Union, or attend an information
reeting on Thursday, February 5, at 6:00 pm in the Union Board Room. The cost
I $170 includes transportation by van, group camping equipment, food on the trail
id campground fees.
THE QUOTA DETERRENCE GAME
February 9 Mr. John Buck will be on campus to interview for a position. Buck
a Ph.D. candidate at the University of Wisconsin, where he is currently a
ching assistant. The 4 pm talk is entitled "Direct Foreign Investment as a Quota
terrence Game," and will take place in McIntyre 009. All are invited to attend.
WHAT IS SAMS?
Students Against Multiple Sclerosis (SAMS), a nationwide fundraising and
awareness program, is celebrating MS Fundraising Month with several upcoming
events. The SAMS group at UPS is planning a balloon launch, "miss a meal"
fundraiser, dance, and dance contest next Saturday, February 14. Two weeks later,
on 2ebruary 27, SAMS will host the annual "Rock Alike" competition. Visit the
Union Info Center for more information about the events, or to buy a sweatshirt or
balloon (you can even pick up a free pen).
PLAN EARLY FOR GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS
Freshmen -- it's never too early to think about Graduate Fellowships. An
informational meeting about the Rhodes, Marshall, Fuibright, Mellon, Truman and
Cunningham scholarships is scheduled for next Tuesday, Feb. 10, at 4 pm in the
McCormick Room of the library. Call Jannie at x3578 for more details.
MEET JAMES BALDWIN IN THE UNION
Everyone is invited to attend the opening of the Multicultural Center, Union Room
205, on Monday, February 9. A commissioned work of art by a Tacoma artist will
be unveiled by author James Baldwin in the Multicultural Center following his 8
pm lecture in the UPS Fieldhouse. Refreshments will be provided.
GOT YOUR FINANCIAL AID APPLICATION YET?
pplications for Summer Session '87 financial aid are now available at the Office
f Financial Aid in Jones hail. The deadline for completion is March 2 for those
'ho will be attending the summer session.
NETWORK WITH CELEBRITIES
The Women's Professional and Managerial Network, along with American Express,
is sponsoring the Career Exploration Program. Selected applicants will have the
opportunity to attend the April 8, 1987 Women's Network Celebrity Series dinner
and will be seated with a woman mentor who is active in a career of interest to the
applicant. The applicants will also have the opportunity to visit their mentor at her
place of employment. Application forms are available at the Office of Women
Studies, Career Development Center, and the School of Business and Public
Administration. Deadline for completed applications is February 17.
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Compiled by Rich Waymire
The "Stars and Stripes" beat out "Kookaburra II" for the fourth time to win back
the America's Cup. It was lost to Australia in 1983 at Newport, RI, and reclaimed
near Fremanlie, Australia yesterday. The America's Cup is the premier award in the
12 mc'cr yacht racing
The Senate concurring with the house of Rcprecentatzvec overrode President
Reagan c veto and passed a $20 billion ckan water bill yesterday. The money will
be giwn to the EPA to help clean major waterways and eliminate toxic wade It
was labelled as a budget basting measure by the President
The Soviet Union apparently broke its cease fire with Afghan rebels yesterday,
sending thousands of elite troops and waves of helicopter guriships after rebel bases.
Western sources have said that the cease fire has broken down, and fighting is
intense throughout the country.
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Corazon Aquino won a big vote of confidence earlier this week when she and her
constitution were overwhelmingly approved by the Phillipine population. She will
still rule for anot her five-and-a-half years, the Constitution is to be permanent. This
comes at a time when there are many problems, including a recent coup attetnpz,
against her relatively new government.
Several more ships and Marines have been moved towards the Lebanese coast in
the wake of all the recent kidnappings of foreigners in West Beruit, The U S. denies
having any plans for taking any military action against the terrorists In a related
incident, students from Beirut University have been marching in protest of the
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Senate dings amendment
By Caitlin Moughon
Senate Tuesday overwhelmingly
defeated a proposed amendment to the
ASUPS Constitution which would split
the office of vice president into two
separate jobs.
The motion, presented by Vice
President Mimi Dega, would recreate the
offices of Financial Vice President and
Executive Vice President which were
divided this way until a change to one
position in 1984.
Citing her own experience with the
office and the "overwhelmingly
accepting" Governance Committee, Dega
presented a detailed plan for the change
and how it would be incorporated into
the election process.
However, many senators were opposed
and the motion was voted down by all
but Dega. While some senators seemed
to feel the mechanics of an amendment
would be too complicated and more
information was needed, others
expressed stronger feelings.
"That's crap," said President Steve
Emery, referring to the idea of changing
one part of the constitution on Tuesday
and the rest at a later date.
"I hope the Senate doesn't make this
mistake (of having two vice presidents),"
warned prospective vice presidential
candidate Ken Miller.

In other business, Susan Bladholm
from the Buildings and Grounds
committee reported that although a
survey of 900 students showed a desire
for campus ground lighting, the idea was
rejected by President Phibbs. He
recommended female students use
Security's escort service as well as more
caution in general.
Bladholm suggested that "we need to
plant some victims around campus" in
hopes of changing the decision.
Near the end of the meeting, Senator
Lisa Davenport brought up the issue of
the quality of the senators' work,
mentioning the possibility of recall for
senators who do not fulfill their stated
duties.

iI
She encouraged students and student
media to "put pressure on senators to do
our jobs." The discussion will be
continued at the informal meeting on

see SENATE, page 3
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ivil Rights author highlights Black History Month
Author and civil rights spokesman
James Baldwin will speak on "A World I
Never Made" next Monday, Feb. 9, in
the Fieldhouse at 8 pm.
Baldwin will accept questions from the
audience after his talk.
Lauded as one of America's finest
'riters, Baldwin has gained international
prominence as a leader and spokesman
for the civil rights movement.
Among his books are Go Tell It on
the Mountain, The Fire Next Time, and

continued from front page
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as well as students attempting to enter
their houses.
"We were caught off guard, but we
responded. Next Christmas we'll be
more ready," said Sadler. "This is an
unpredictable job. But we are always
looking for new ways to be more
effective."
This semester, though there have been
some personnel changes, the Security
Department has a full staff. As during
last semester, extra patrols are on duty
for surveillance.
"We are concentrating our efforts in
the areas where the burglaries were a
problem," said Sadler. "We are also
checking parking lots to prevent car
burglaries."

Just Above My Head.

Born in 1924 in New York City,
Baldwin was the first of nine children and
the grandson of a slave. He grew up in
Harlem, where his father was a preacher.
From the age of 14 through 17, Baldwin.
was a child preacher at the Fireside
Pentacostal Assembly.
After graduation, he held a varitey of
jobs to support himself while he wrote.
He now divides his time between a home
in southern France and one in New York
City.

Senate

continued from page 2
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Thursday.
Throughout the evening Senate
allocated $174.74 for KUIPS equipment
and travel, $2000 for the publication of
Crosscurrents, and $635.60 for a
Tamanawas conference.
Finally, $150 was granted for the
framing of the Mt. Rainier picture in the
ASB office, which was hotly contested
and barely passed, 5-5, with two
abstensions (in case of a tie, abstensions
count as yes votes). Later, the opposed
Emery vetoed the allocation.

The most basic reason for Baldwin
coming," said Lectures Chairman Steve
Bovingdon, "is to commemorate Black
History Month. I think it's especially
timely given the fact that the inner-city
black family has suffered a breakdown,
and that is a tremendous social concern
for everybody in our society."

It's devenp.m.
Do you know where your paper is?

Yes,

Let's he real. Compare the equipment she's using to yours. If you
were both trying to tunnel through a mountain, she'd have a bulldozer
and voud have a shrimp fork.
Don't despair. \our problem is already half-solved. For a limited
time, you can buy an Apple Macintosh Plus or a Macintosh 512K
Enhanced computer with Microsott \\brks — for less mone.
\\iiich is wonderhil.
ou get a Macintosh. with its speed. ease of use. and graphics
program that lets you use all this
e
capahi lit\. Plus, you get a softwar
in all your subjects.
Macintosh
\licrosoft \\brks is not just one program. its four integrated programs: \V )rd processing. dita-hase management. spreadsheet with
charting, and commun icat it )ns.
Meaning you can put charts in your history essas. Spreadsheets in
\our economics papers. Call Dow Jones News Retrieval at 2:00 A.\I. to
get the facts r your jOLIrI1al1,SI11 story due at :00 :v\l.
So if votre taking more than one subject this semester. you should
check out Macintosh and Microsoft \\ork ,.
But dont wait till the eleventh hour. This offer will end suon.
-\rid your paper might stay otit all night.

Macintosh and Microsoft\%örks
Microcomputer Center
Howarth-204
I
i)vu-Io,es eni Retne,,dis .j rvgisterrd trademark of tXuj,irna & (ompa?11 l,, WlcrotoJt
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James Herschfeatured
in special showcase
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Karmel Waigren and Rob McPherson rehearse a scene from "The Toy Shop,' an
opera that will be performed this weekend.

Intelligible one-act operas to
provide evening of entertainment

'I

By Shelby Wright

Singer and guitarist James /-Iersch will be performing at a special evening
showcase February 5 at 6pm in the Rotunda.
Classically trained Hersch offers his music thoughtfully and dynamically. His
original music reflects depth and feeling and is lyrically meaningful, as is
,demonst rated on his three album releases.
In 1983, Hersch adopted the use of digital sound processing equipment in live
perft mances, previously considered "studio only' gear. Its use allows for new
sound qualities, from subtle to dramatic. In concert the guitar is brig/it and
spacious, and the vocal smooth and clear.
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Free 2nd set of prints to share when you
have your color print film developed and
printed in our standard prints or big 4"
hi-gloss Pro Prints
6th and Proctor James Center
564-1000
752-3536
Thunderbird Ct. 104 and Canyon
922-1841
582-6525
Ask About Our Student Discount
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Film Developing I
Holiday Special I

I

granting her wish; but the knitters' final
dissatisfaction has a lesson for us all.
Together the two operas, each less
than an hour long, are an evening of
entertainment that shouldn't be missed.
The shows will be performed February 6
and 7 at Jacobsen Recital Hall. Tickets
are $2 for UPS faculty and staff, and are
available at the door. Call 756-3555 for
more information.

SaturdaySunday 2pm
$1
Mc006

Se Free
—

-

If your experience with opera
conjures a picture of fat women shrilly
belting out passionate phrases in an
unintelligible language, this weekend's
performances in Jacobsen Recital Hall
will offer a breath of fresh air.
Seymour Barab's one-act operas The
Toy Shop and The Game of Chance, as
the titles suggest, are sung in English.
They are to be performed by the talent of
the UPS Music Depatnient.
The Toy Shop is a whimsical tale
about a slightly daffy toymaker's paternal
relationship with two of his creations.
The toymaker and his doll children are a
happy family of three until an evil
magician plans to do a disappearing act
with the beloved dolls. Will the kind
toymaker save his toys? Will the
magician mend his ways?
Who says an opera cannot be fun? In
fact, it can even be a game. In 'The Game
of Chance, three knitters string us along
with a yarn of the ambitions needling
each of them. One wants money, one
fame, and the third desires love. The
lively messenger delivers word to each,
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A glance at the arts
THE TACOMA BAND AND DANCE COMPANY WILL
PERFORM TOGETHER: February 6; 8 pm; Pantages Centre; $5 general,
$3 students and seniors.
Robert Musser will conduct the performance. Selections include American
Overture for Band by Joseph Jenkins, and Percy Grainger's Lincoinshire Posy.
THE HILLIARD ENSEMBLE TO SING: February 7; 8 pm;
Roethke Auditorium, University of Washington, Seattle.
The Hilliard Ensemble is Britians leading vocal chamber-music group, and
have been widely praised in Europe.
OLYMPIA FILM SOCIETY PRESENTS AN EVENING WITH
BARBARA HAMMER: February 9; 6:30 pm: Early Films; 9 pm: Later
Films/Recent Works, followed by a discussion with the artist; The Capitol
Theatre, 206 East 5th, Olympia; 54 one show, S7 non-members.
£
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UPS Special

Rates:
$1.00 per page
$ 5.00 per hour for editing
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DISPLAYING ThEIR \VORK Al' III E UNIVERSITY OF PUGET
SOUND'S CENTENNIAL ,\Ri'S AND CRAFTS FAIR IS STILL
AVAILABLE: The Lor 'viii be held April 29 through May 1, 1988.
To reserve space, call 756-3481.

HONORS FILMS SERIES PRESENTS

EDUCATING RITA:

February 5; 7 pm; McIntyre 006: free.

CAMPUS FILMS PRESENTS

YELLOW SUBMARINE:

February 6, 7, and 8; Friday and Saturday at 6 pm, 8:30 pm, 11 pm, and Sunday
at 6 pm and 8:30 pm; McIntyre 006; Si with UPS ID.

CAMPUS FILMS MATINEE,

MARY POPPINS,

WILL BE

SHOWN: February 7 and 8; 2 pm; McIntyre 006; $1 with UPS ID.

SENSITIVE GUISE PLAY A HALLOWEEN DANCE IN THE
CELLAR: February 11; 9 pm; The Cellar; free! Costume optional.
UPS's own Sensitive Guise play a mix of danceable tunes ranging from ska
covers (including Madness and the English Beat) to old standards such as Tequila,
Wooly Booly, and Going to a Go-Go. Some of the band's originals will also be
featured.

Stanley H. Kaplan
Educational Center LTD.
1107 NE 45th, Seatti

(20)472..223

Our diree -year and

632-0634

two-year scholarships won't

Now And Qua[vty Used C(othiny
flockrcitdy Prwg,c[

make college easier.

Just easier to pay for.

7i

Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships
pay for full tuition and allowances for educational
fees and textbooks. Along with up to S 1,000
a year. Get all the facts. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

R/

CALL PLU, MAJOR SCO1T OR
CAPTAIN PALMER, 535-8740

2703 N Proctor

:10% Discount
Total Purchase

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS TPAIN INC CORPS

'
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Alaska Sightseeing
Tout's

WOLFF TANNING
0

t

Spend the summer in
Alaska
There will be a presentation on February 5 at 12:00 and 4:00 pm.
Please contact the Career Development Center for the location and
listen to us describe our summer Tour Guide positions. Please
attend to learn about the excitement and salary rewards of working
in Alaska this summer.

PROGRESSIVE HAIR WORKS
756-9332

61 1 SOUTH PROCTOR
TACOMA, WA 98405

U
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SEBAcTIAN

—Open to Everyone 21 eo:s or eder aitti a con cving record
—Paio airfare to from
—Ne .Proveus experence nocossorv. If you !e ,',crkrro wIn poenie piense see us
—Intorows en February .17, 18 .. More information in Placement Center.
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Sports in Brief
C.

1
Men return from Northeri 'oad trin: The Loggers return home after a
three-game Alaska road trip. Last Friday UPS defeated Alaska-Fairbanks, 80-73, in
a GNC game. The Loggers jumped out to a 47-3 2 advantage at the half and held on
for the victory. The next night they lost, 82-71, to powerful Alaska-Anchorage,
last season's GNC champions. The Loggers completed the trip by defeating
Alaska-Pacific, 99-72. UPS now stands at 8-11 overall.
Mignon Coughlin

The Lady Loggers battle for the bail on their way to a home victory against the
Seattle Pacific Falcons on Tuesday evening. The team is gearing up to even their
series with Seattle University on Friday.

Loggers come home
By Melisse Swartwood
The Loggers now stand at 8-11 overall
after three games on the road in Alaska.
In a Great Northwest Conference game
against Alaska-Fairbanks, UPS came out
ahead 80-73. Kevin Fagerstrom, Jack
Forney and David Valentine were all
instrumental in this victory, each scoring
double figures. Forney contributed 16
points and Fagerstrom and Valentine
were close behind with 15 and 12 points.
The Loggers established a 47-32 lead
at the end of the first half and maintained
it to their winning end.
The next night UPS faced the tough
Alaska-Anchorage SeaWolves, the GNC
champions of last season. Despite a lead
of seven points at the half, during the
last twenty minutes the Loggers were
outscored 52-34. UPS was finally
defeated, 82-7 1.
A low shooting percentage was
detrimental to the Logger performance.

The work of Forney and Fagerstrom
contributed to the UPS superior rebound
statistics.
UPS topped off the weekend with a
victory over Alaska-Pacific 99-72.
Forney was again an important factor,
scoring 18 points and pulling down
eleven rebounds. Fagerstrom connected
for 13 points and grabbed eleven
rebounds. The Logger shooting average
was 53% from the floor and a notable
95% from the line.
The Loggers returned to Memorial
Fieldhouse to fall behind local rival St.
Martin's college of Lacey with a 73-80
loss.
On Saturday the Loggers will host
Central Washington for a third and last
game against the Wildcats. The Wildcats
are currently boasting a seven-game
winning streak and a season record of
18-4. They are ranked 16th in the NAIA
Top 20 poll.

UPS places sixth
Schrader (200 freestyle), sophmorcs John
By Kathy Hedges
This weekend both the men's and Winkler (200 breastroke) and Matt
women's swim teams came home from a Hougan (100 backstroke), and freshmen
successful meet. The Loggers placed Lance Trebilcock, Jim Dietz (both in the
sixth with a team score of 335 1/2 200 breaststroke) and Bob Kabacy (100
points. Many of the swimmers qualified butterfly).
for the NAIA Nationals that will take When talking to team co-captain Rick
place March 4-7 in Brown Deer, Watson about the meet, Watson came up
with the following statement: "It was a
Michigan.
For the men's team Coach Don Bon Jovi weekend. We were inspired by
Duncan said that it was "one of the most some of the songs."
The meaning behind this is that the
successful meets ever." When you look
at the splits you can see that it was. one tape of Bon Jovi was played to its
Eight UPS men qualified for nationals; limit during the meet by Watson. The
seniors David Haynes (500 freestyle), other swimmers say it will not travel to
Daryl -Ehrcnheim (500 freestyle), Bill Michigan with them. -

401

Leyse collects 100th--Lojtters make history: A 65-60 victory over
Western Washington University last Friday night in Bellingham was the kind that
will be remembered for two reasons. For Coach Sally Leyse it was her 100th
college-career coaching victory, and for UPS it was the first win ever over Western
Washington. The next night, unfortunately, they played one of their worst games
of the season, according to Leyse, losing 76-61. After a win against Seattle Pacific
Tuesday, the Loggers will face Seattle University on Friday.
Lousier swimmers shine at Washintton State Onen: The Loggers took
advantage of the "Big Meet" and captured fifth place at the Washington State Open
hosted by the Huskies last weekend. A total of twelve Logger swimmers met
National standards. Both teams are gearing up for the NAIA National
Championships on February 7 in Wisconsin. This week will mark the last home
meet of the season when they host Willamette at 2:00 pm, Saturday, February 7.
Logger men's tennis team to host Portland State: The Logger men's
tennis team will open its home season Saturday with a noon match against
Portland State University. Last week they picked up some valuable experience at
the University of Portland Invitational. The UPS women will open their season on
February 13-14 when they travel to the University of Portland Invitational and will
play their first home match on February 19 when they host UW.

THIS WEEK IN PUGET SOUND ATHLETICS
TUES: WOMEN'S BASKETBALL VS SEATTLE PACIFIC HOME 7:00PM
HOME 7:30PM
THURS: MEN'S BASKETBALL VS ST. MARTIN'S
HOME 5:15PM
JUNIOR VARSITY MEN'S BASKETBALL
HOME 7:00PM
FRI:
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL VS SEATTLE U.
JUNIOR VARSITY MEN'S BASKETBALL
HOME 5:00PM
HOME 7:30PM
SAT: MEN'S BASKETBALL VS CENTRAL WASH.
JUNIOR VARSITY MEN'S BASKETBALL
HOME 5:15PM
HOME 2:00PM
MJW SWIMMING VS WILLAMETTE
MEN'S TENNIS VS PORTLAND STATE
HOME NOON

The women's team will have a good
count at nationals as well. At this point
all but two of the swimmers have
qualified for nationals. Those two are
within 5 seconds of the qualifying times
for their event and are still looking to
qualify.
This weekend both teams host
Willamette University to a dual meet.
The meet is Saturday, Febuary 7, at 2
pm. This will be the last home meet for
the Loggers this year, and the last meet
before NAIA Districts at Lewis and
Clark.
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Emery slips up too
Staff Editorial

It appears that Mike Korch is not the only member of ASUPS who has not
fulfilled his responsibilities as a leader. Steve Emery, ASUPS president, has missed
several meetings of the faculty senate. According to the faculty senate minutes, Emery
missed meetings held on September 15, November 3, December 1, and January 26.
When confronted with this issue, Emery said that he went to the first few meetings
and felt the issues discussed at faculty senate were not of general concern to the
student body.
•
Well, at the January 26 meeting, the faculty voted to recommend to the Board of
Trustees to defer rush to the end of freshman year. This seems to be an issue of
general concern to the student body. The issue concerns greeks with the arrangement
of rush calendars and procedures, and independents in dorm residence and hall
dynamics.
Emery knew this issue would come up at least as early as the senate meeting held
on December 2; he is recorded in the minutes of this meeting as announcing that the
faculty senate tabled the motion regarding deferred rush until the next meeting in
January. Under Emery's executive report in the meeting minutes it says: "The Faculty
Senate met and it was proposed to have Rush in January next year. The proposal was
tabled and will be considered at the January meeting."
Emery said other commitments precluded his presence at the meeting in January.
• He also said the by laws of the faculty senate do not demand his presence at those
meetings. But the ASUPS Constitution does. Article II, section 4, subsection h,
clearly states that the president is "to serve as a member of the Faculty Senate."
If it was impossible for Emery to attend these meetings, precedent would allow the
vice president to attend them in his place. One would think, given the importance of
the issue of deferred rush, that someone would be sent to this meeting. Emery, by his
own admission, knew of the upcoming vote. The topic was tabled once already. But
there was no voting student representative at the meeting.
If the two student representatives had been there, the outcome might have been
different. As it turned out, the recommendation passed 6 to 5.
It could be argued that the trustees will not listen to the faculty senate's
recommendation because it was made without student input. It can also be argued that
the trustees don't listen to the faculty anyhow. But if anything can be discerned from
*
the conflicts over university policy in the past few years, it is that every point in the
decision making process has an impact on the final decision. The faculty senate
meetings are no different.

Chris and Dan dig deep
By Chris Chapman and Danny McCrea
In this conservative period, especially on this notoriously conservative campus,
it seems in vogue to fear radical or even different ideas. The literal definition of a
radical, however, is one who goes to the roots of a matter, not a communist who is
trying to destroy your precious way of life.
However, it is important to remember that objectivity and the pursuit of
legitimate evaluation are necessary and should be practiced more by members of the
UPS community.
With these two things in mind, we will be presenting, throughout the semester,
a common sense attack on absurdity. It is unfortunate that around here this may be
considered controversial; but be that as it may, we would like to present the
following tidbits for human consumption:
(These figures are updated through 1985)
If the price of an automobile had gone up as much since World War II as the
price of sophisticated weapons, the average car today would cost $300,000.
Number of Americans who emigrate each year: 100,000.
There is one soldier per 43 people in the world, one physician per 1,030 people.
The budget of the US Air Force is larger than the total educational budget for 1.2
billion children in Africa, Latin America, and Asia (excluding Japan).
The Soviet Union in one year spends more on military defense than the
governments of all the developing contries spend for education and health care for
3.6 billion people.
Number of Americans holding reservations with Pan Am for a trip to the moon:

90,002.
It costs $590,000 a day to operate one aircraft carrier and every day in Africa
alone 14,000 children die of hunger or hunger related causes.
Percentage of college freshman who think it is essential or very important to
develop a philosophy of life: 1975=60.8%; 1986=40.6%.
Percentage who think it is essential or very important to be very well of
financially: 1975=53.1%; 73.2%.
Sources: World Military and Social Expenditures 1985;
Harper's Monthly
Thankyou:and have a nice day!!
-
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We understand there is a trend sweeping college campuses across
the nation resulting in greater student concern over national and
global issues.
We don't get it. How is this supposed to get us, as a student
body, more sweaters and Volvos?
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Letters to the editor
Prestige not
a way of life
If I were ill and in need of medication,
I would inquire, not about the cost first,
but about the relationship between my
symptoms and the remedy. If I had a
desease which would require medication
for an extended period, that would affect
my future, I would also ask about side
effects. Then, if there were two
medications of similar value available, I
would consider their respective prices.
Perhaps I am unique or over-cautious.
But more likely, I am an average
consumer. And as a consumer, I believe
the selection of a university education is
a process of inquiry: not every potential
student would be comfortable in every
available educational setting.
The oblivion of the Puget Sound
administration to the significance of the
individual and individual preference is at
the fore of many recent policy decisions
including the "Common Freshman
Experience" and the proposed tuition
increase. The future of this University is
contingent on the willingness and ability
of teh administration to set aside its
misguided egoism...
Aside from the obvious difficulties
with the tuition increase-- like oulpacing
inflation and average wage increases by
several percentage points (Yes, Econ 110
is part of the core cirriculum)-- there are
deeper forces at work here. The proposed
tuition increase is symptomatic of the
UPS concern with prestige and the total
inability of the University to grapple
with its attainment.
Prestige is not a way of life. It is an
achievement. And like all achievements,
prestige is earned through sweat and hard
work, and yes, some good P.R.
It's time to ask what Reed College and
Lewis & Clark, and for that matter,
Harvard, have that UPS does not. It is
not excellent faculty, because, for all the
haranguing, UPS faculty are superior. It
is not a price tag; UPS is quite pricy. It
is not even a core cirriculum or an
integrated, independent campus. The
names of these Universities have been
made by three things: the promotion of
undergraduate activities that reflect in a
positive, public way on the school;
graduate program; and the
accomplishments of alumni.
UPS will never have the likes of
Harvard medical school or PhD
programs. And that's okay. Other
possibilities abound. UPS has an
excellent cross country program and a
wonderful swimming program. But who
know? The UPS debate team is among
the best in the nation, but doesn't have
the budget to travel to national-caliber
tournaments.
Increasing the visibility of these
programs in conjunction with recruiting
is likely to draw in potential students
with specific skills in areas that can only
serve to perpetuate University standing.
University academic standards do not

need to be compromised in pusuit of
extra cirricular excellence. Alums like
Brian Threkeld and Heather Sullivan
should prove the point.
Finally, there is the issue of alumni
accomplishment. If we are truly educated
for a lifetime, what happens after college
life? Even Reed College has its claim
here, boasting the highest per capita
award of Rhodes Scholarships in
America. Striving towards achievement
after college is a spirit of excellence
which can be instilled and encouraged
during the undergraduate years. Creating
and supporting student and studentfaculty research programs is but one path
to this end.
Not surprisingly, tuition increases that
cannot possibly be met by parents'
average wage increase is antothetical to
this goal. As journals such as the
Christian Science Monitor have pointed
out, students who are forced into high
levels of indebtedness are for less likely
to go on to graduate school, or even into
creative careers. More likely, they will
become secure business people
immediately. So many possibilities are
lost in this maze of thoughtlessness. If
the prestige of the University is truly at
stake, it's time to start thinking a little
more clearly!
Krista Goldstine Cole
Class of '86

Roberts's
rules
of disorder
As the current Greek leadership gears
up for the impending Trustee meeting, I
find myself reflecting on my past year as
a fraternity president and solidifying my
convictions that our current system used
in dealing with the UPS administration
is futile.
The non-student portion of the UPS
community listens haif-heartedly to our
wants and needs and then makes
decisions on our lives that either make
their jobs easier, reduce so-called liability
risks, or enhance some esoteric goal like
the "common freshman experienc."
When will we be heard? Are we not
paying to go to school here? Should not
the administration give us the
educational product we desire? It's time
for the UPS Greek community to
exercise its power. We are one third of
the student body. If we don't like deferred
residency, why don't we just move our
freshman pledges in? Who will stop us?
If we don't like the thought of a deferred
rush, why don't we just say we'll have
rush whenever we darn well please.
And if the University decided to deny
us these basic guarantees to our survival,
let them try! Someone please ask George
Mills how easy it would be for the
Office of Admission to recruit next year's
freshmen with 1000 students demonstrating on campus. What is each
perspective student received a letter from

IFC warning them against enrolling in ASUPS committees; it was their
such a virtual police state? Anything can responsibility to inform Korch of
happen if we get serious enough about meeting times.
our rights.
The Media Board meets on Tuesday at
Is this anarchy I am advocating? Why,
4:00, but Korch had a lab that ran to
4:45 and often to 5:00. He rightly opted
I guess it is. But a little anarchy can be a
for the lab. Furthermore, the memos and
good thing when a totalitarian regime
gets a little over-zealous in the
messages to which Van Zile refers don't
really exist.
suppression of its subjects. We just need
to show the University that we the
I applaud Van Zile's earnest effort to
students, Greek and independent, are what
bring ASUPS to higher levels of
matters here.
excellence, and he is correct that Korch
Something must change. While this should have made a greater effort to find
a replacement. But as Senate must abide
letter may not plant the seed of
by rules and ethics, so must the Trail.
revolution on this campus, I hope
The "good guy" stuff aside, Mike Korch
everyone will be more aware that
is damn good Senator.
pacifism just won't cut the mustard.
Sincerely,
Timothy W. Roberts

Beta s e Z.
D ex is
Agnosticism and atheism are large
problems throughout the country, but
thankfully we have no such problem at
Puget Sound.
Yes, God is here at UPS in the
semblance of an infallible Trail Opinion
columnist. Just imagine how horrible it
would be if He did not have the slightest
inkling about that which He writes. God
is not proud. He does not carry a grudge
of any sort, nor is He a sore loser at any
time.
His record, if one were to keep track of
such things, is one of unblemished
accuracy in all matters. After all, He is
God. With dexterous pen and zealous
mind, He is the vanguard of all moral
and social thought at UPS. His is the
way of benevolent wisdom; a wisdom
which blossoms from understanding.
And is the pillars of sound values,
justice and fraternity should crack, God is
there to right them There is truly a
reason to rejoice!
Dave Haferman

Bov sez,
Dex is
mean.1
Dexter Van Zile's invective against
Mike Korch violates the first rule of
journalism, namely, he didn't bother to
check his facts. He should have at least
confronted Korch and learned the other
side of the story, but he smelled smoke
and assumed fire.
When chosen to serve on the Media
Board, Korch was told a tentative
meeting time, and he tried to work his
schedule around it. However, several
weeks passed before anyone on the
committee told him where and when it
met. Senators are not den mothers for

Steve Bovingdon
Editor's note: staff editorials represent
the majority opinion of the editorial
board and may be written by any member
of the board. The letters and messages
mentioned in the editorial in question
were confirmed by the chair of the Media
Board. In alifairness, Korch was present
at last night's Media Open Forum in the
S Rotunda -- in fact, he was the only
senator to attend.
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Sally's sally forth
into criticism
not appreciated
If anyone is "all wet" it isn't Lorraine
Phillips-- its Sally Eames. Sally must
have had both eyes shut when she walked
through the large art gallery to reach the
watercolors. Didn't she notice? There's a
whole room full of drawings in there!
Sally's wet behind the ears when it
comes to knowing anything about art.
She does a dandy SNOW JOB with
words like "Illumination, realism,
balance, style, and (get this!) "simple
portrait" and "eye for space", but a snow
job is only a snow job.
Good god, Sailboats had no more to
do with Impressionism than Italian
Woman had to do with lighting effects!
Pigeons is not "simply a collection of
pigeons"-- Sally needs to take an art
class.
Lorraine's paintings are rich with
color. Since when is Sally "The One" to
dictate which colors on the pallette the
artist is "allowed" to use? Lorraine has
lush tones, brilliant hues, and an
inviting style-- in addition to a claiber of
professionalism that is far beyond
Sally's.
Just because Mr. Phillips approached
watercolor painting differently than did
his wife doesn't make him one speck
superior. The ignorant judgment made in
the last paragraph of Sally's review is an
embarrassment to UPS.
Sincerely,
Susan Keller
Art Major
Letters to the editor should be
submitted by noon on Tuesday for the
Thursday edition of the publication.
Letters should be approximately 300
words in length, and we will not correct
any spelling, punctuation, or

on
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A portent of the future difficulties that will face UPS students?

Photo illustration by David Harlan

Soundvie.ws: your thoughts on the budget
BY SALLY EAMES

think.

Soundviews this week kept with the
theme of the issue, the tuition
increase. We asked students
1)where they thought the money
raised by the tuition increase should
be spent, and 2)how they thought it
was likely to be spent.

George Newton, Class of '88 -I think the money from the tuition
increase should be spent on putting
a smoking section in the Student
Union Building.
On the energy around campus,
like for the lighting. I mean just
towards the energy around campus.

Brady Wolf, Class of '87 -I think it definitely should go
toward faculty salaries.
President Phibbs' house? I think
they'll probably just put them toward
their investments. We won't see any
improvements around here, I don't

Betsy Solomon, Class of '90 -Probably on the faculty, to keep
them here.
Probably on construction and
parties for people.

Blair Masenheimer, Class of
'87I think the tuition increase should
go toward increasing the salaries of
the professors. I would like to see
some improvement in the facilities,
buildings, equipment that's needed.
I think a lot of it is going to the
professors' salaries, most of it, and
also to help out the financial aid
situation. I would like to see less of a
percentage going to the professors. I
would like to see the grounds and
facilities, residence halls, and
academic buildings be more
improved.

Shannon Chisom, Class of '90
In updating the buildings and
renovating buildings and toward the
professors' salary increase.
I don't know. It doesn't sound like
it's going to be spent in those areas.

Joseph Kiernan, Class of '89
It should be spent more on
financial aid, on increased salaries for
the professors.
I have no idea, but I'm terribly
against the tuition increase.

Prospective freshmen react
-BY BRIAN MEYERSIn dealing with the budget issue
we consulted several high school
seniors who have considered the
University of Puget Sound as an
option and one counselor from a
high school from which many current
University students have been
recruited.
Sandy Fosburg, a senior from
Evergreen
in
High
School
Vancouver, Washington, says that
the price tag would not be an
important factor if she "received
enough financial aid," but that the
amount of "financial aid is a big factor
in my decision."

Sciki ries priority
i n n e\A/ budget
-BY TOM KOONTZFaculty and staff compensation
accounts for a substantial portion of
the universitys Iuciget allocations.
According to UPS Financial Vice
President Ray Bell, funds are
allocated for the departments in
general terms, with specific
inter-departmental budgeting
determined by Academic Dean Tom
Davis.
Bell was a member of the former
Long Range Financial Planning
Committee, which "established
broad goals" for future budgeting.
"The university faculty and
administrators know that in order to
continue improving, we need
increased funding for computer,
academic, and library support," said
Bell.
Bell also noted that more money is
budgeted to cover necessities, such
as increased insurance costs.
Bell believes that increasing tuition
by 9.6% is necessary.
"In order for the university to
continue to improve the quality, it
must do more in certain areas -faculty compensation, financial aid,
and library, computer, and academic
support. In order to do this we must
have the money to pay for it," he
said.
Bell supported the university's
proposed budget: "We looked at
tuition and programs at other
instututions, and we felt ours were
comparable." He denied any
increasing of tuition solely for the
sake of improving the university's
image.
"We did not say 'let's raise tuition
up to here (gesturing with hand),
then find a way to spend it," he said.
When asked if he thinks higher
tuition will result in students with
economic backgrounds similar to
current students, Bell replied, "I don't
see why not."

Endowment explained

Shelby Stenerson of North Kitsap
High School considered the
University of Puget Sound, but feels
that she will probably attend a private
school in California. She says that
he tuition "has been a factor but
have been looking at private
schools." She feels that tuition
increases are not going to make a
difference because she is going to
attend a private school for one year
only and then look for a less
expensive state school.
Robert Fuller, Director of
Post-Graduate Counseling at Cherry
Creek High School in Denver,
Colorado, explains that "one reason
that so many Cherry Creek students
were recruited to attend UPS is that
a fair number of them come from fairly
affluent families."
"Cost doesn't seem to be to a
main concern" says Renée Mong,
also of North Kitsap High. When
asked if she was aware that tuition is

"I

By HELEN DOLMASTwenty percent of the annual budget comes from outside funds,
according to Mike Randall, Director of Development. These outside funds
include endowments and the annual fund.
An endowment is a gift of money or property given to an institution. Some
endowments are given for a specific purpose, others are put into a general
fund.
Right now the market value of endowments at Puget Sound is
$9,376,978, according to the 1986 financial report.
This money is solicited from individuals the university identifies as
interested in the university itself. Sometimes individuals identify
themselves. Over a period of a few years the individuals become familiar
with the school, and its many facets. Then they endow the university with
funds. Corporations and the Methodist Church are also targeted.
The money then goes into accounts which are either identified for a
specific purpose, such as scholarships, or put into the general accounts.
The interest on the accounts are what is spent: the actual fund is never
touched.
A certain percentage of the interest is put back into the main fund a a
check for inflation.
The annual fund solicits money from alumni and parents of students. The
money raised in the annual fund over the past nine years has been put into
the centennial campaign. This money is going for a wide range of projects,
including the recent renovation of the Student Union, the Law School, and
academic enrichment.

see REACTION, page 16
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TrusteeTalksTuition
By DEXTER VAN ZILE-
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Lowry Wyatt, chairman of the UPS
Board of Trustees, says that the main
emphasis of the present budget
system is to ensure both the survival
and the quality of the University.
"If you are worrying about whether
the institution is going to survive past
next Wednesday you're going to
make a bad decision about quality
whatever you do, " said Wyatt in an
interview earlier this week.
"Survival of UPS is important to me
because I am so tied up in the
survival of the private system for the
freedom and benefit of the public
system," said Wyatt.
"Without a private free system you
can't really have a free system. The
greatest champions of the public
education and the freedom of the
public system are people from the
private system.....m interested that it
(education) is free and not that it's

private," added Wyatt.
Concerning the Budget Task
Force's arguments linking quality with
price Wyatt said,"The fact that a great
majority of insitutions of high tuition
seem to fall under the category of
high quality schools is significant.
Obviously we can't walk away from
that type of evidence."
But when asked if hi had any
misgivings with tuition being
increased for reasons of prestige,
Wyatt said," I have a lot of qualms
with that. If we aren't buying quality,
then that's not an expenditure we
should make. I don't think those
types of decisions should be made
soley for purposes of image. We can
certainly justify and inititiate these
changes for reasons of improving the
program."
"I can safely say that I am going to
invest in improving the quality of the
institution," he concluded.

Faculty deems increases necessary
—By LIZ CLARK-.
Many students are understandably concerned about the tuition increase.
They are not alone. Faculty and staff member have also raised various
issues linked to the budget and subsequent tuition increase
Most of those spoken to favor the tuition increase and overall budget
proposal. The single negative aspect cited again and again was the impact
on the students
"All things taken into consideration, I think it's probably reasonable to
have a tuition increase of a certain amount; but it does make it hard on the
students and I sympathize with them," said Darwin Jorgenson, biology
professor.
Bernie Pratt, from the office of Admissions, said, 'As a student the
increase would have struck me as negative, but I think I would feel very
positive about where the money is going."
Some of those on the faculty pointed to the product students were
getting at UPS as opposed to other schools.
"Even though students may pay a lower rate of tuition somewhere else,
they don't get as much financial aid and might receive a lower quality
education," said Don Pannon, psychology professor and member of the
Budget Task Force.
The faculty and staff think the tuition increase is necessary to combat
rising inflation. Another area of importance is the benefits to the physical
plant and office equipment.
"Nobody likes tuition increase, but some costs, like new computer
equipment and faculty salaries, are important to keep up the university
standards," said Pannon.
German professor Kent Hooper said, "Look at schools with tremendous
endowments. They too charge tremendously high fees; but it's not to
promote image, it is to provide what the university considers essential
student services."
Although students will have a tough time with the tuition increse there will
be more financial aid available Overall aid will increase about 25%
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College Students earn
$6-10/hr working part
time on campus. For
more info call

1-800-932-0528

STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Pick-up And Delivery Available
call BOBBI

Nanted: Woman with auto to provide
weekend child care for two girls
in my northend home. Min wage.
Call Paul at 75-fl774

ph. 272-6651

7406 27th st. W. Tacoma
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25 varieties of Crepes, Soups, Salads, Sandwiches, Frozen
Yogurt, Espresso, wine, beer, Starbuck's Coffee
535 Dock St. #105
Open 7 days a week
phone 272-6225
11:00am - 4:00pm

SUMMER CAREER POSITIONS
for summer positions in

Alaska

•

Washington.

Atlas Tours, Canada's largest operator of tours to Alaska/Yukon, is now
accepting applications lor it's 1987 summer season, May 25 - Sept. 10.
Full job descriptions & application forms are at your

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT/PLACEMENT CENTRE

atlas tours

5th Floor, Princess Bldg.
Vancouver, B.C., CANADA V6B 4' 4
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How will you pay?
By CAITLIN MOUGHON700 MORE dollars? How will I pay
it? I already sold my dog and took a
job on the phonathon! These are
just a few of the comments of
distressed students on campus this
week.
But here's the good news financial aid might be able to help, at
least with some of the extra burden
of increasing college costs.
Although the exact breakdown of
where the 24% increase in financial
aid funds will be distributed had not
yet been decided as of Tuesday,
Director of Financial Aid Steve
Thorndill was confident that a
"substantial amount" would go to
"need based scholarships and
grants."
In addition, he indicated that there
would be no significant change in the
distribution of financial aid and that
"everybody's going to share (the
extra tuition fees) to some degree."
According to Thorndill, all students
are "very much encouraged " to
apply for assistance, as those who
were not previously qualified to
receive funds may be now. Likewise,
students who receive aid now may
be awarded more in the coming
semesters.
Other means of funding are
available in addition to UPS
scholarships and grants. University
funds actually make up a small
amount of money given to students.

Federal and state grants, loans,
and work study programs account for
nearly 7 million dollars of the 11.9
million students receive.
Strangely in step with UPS tuition,
Federal loan programs have
increased this year. Thorndill said
students will be able to borrow up to
$4000 per year as opposed to the
previous figure of $2500.
Since these programs require a
demonstrated need, their use is
expected to go up with the need of
the students at UPS, especially in
light of the tuition increase.
However, there may still be help for
those who do not qualify for these
programs. UPS' new Clarke Loan
Program, funded by "endoweo
earnings," according to Thorndill, are
geared at students who don't qualify
for others.
Junior and senior applicants with
no gpvernment loans can receive up
to $3000 per year, and those with
one loan are limited to $1500.
Interest fluctuates between 9% and
10%.
Finally, about 1.5 million dollars per
year is granted or loaned to students
privately. Thorndill suggested that
interested students should contact
the financial aid office and look over
their scholarship bulletin.
With regard to his own feelings,
Thorndill said that the increase will
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K)STENS
DATE: February 10, 11 & 12
PLACE: Union

TIME:10:OOAM-3:00 PM
DEPOSIT REQUIRED: $25.00

MORE INFO. AND RINGS ON DISPLAY IN BOOKSTORE"

see FINANCIAL AID page 16
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Va[entvncs CkI?ssi4veds in The TrcivI
On sale Fri., Mon., & Tue. during lunch in the SUB & Tunnels
$1.50 per 25 words.

BOWLING SPECIAL
FOR UPS STUDENTS
$1.00 PERGAME

PROSITO
Italian
Cuisine
0 9

ONLY 8 1LOCKS FROM CAMPUS
112 LANES WITJ AUTOMA7I7IC SCORERS
/0EV RESTAURANT PULL TA iB S
WE DO GROUP FUN CTllONS-TOO

ONE FREE GAME
OF BOWLING
AT CHALET BOWL

'0y
Chq3\
1et
Bowl

-COUPON- expires 2/5/7

JAZZ/ BLUES SHOWCASE
Tonite Thurs. Feb. 5th
9:30pm - 1:30am
No Cover Charge
kThi 1powen Groip'
appearing on KEZX album project
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Dancing This Weekend
Philinn and the Substitutes
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Centennial celebration desires donations
PA

-.BY KATIE DE GUTESAnybody remotely involved with
UPS knows that the University's
centennial celebration will begin this
June. A plethora of activites ranging
from alumni activities to centennial
symposiums have been planned.
Shirley Bushnell along with the
offices of University Relations, Public
Relations, Alumni Relations, Special
Events, and University Development
has been preparing for the
centennial since February, 1978.
However, Bushnell encountered
difficulties when fund raising for the
centennial. Although the University
had recieved generous gifts in the
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Nothiiig matches the thrill of your first time on the bridge, looking out
over the ocean, in charge. It's a feeling of pride, responsibility and
leadership The way you should feel about your career.
When you choose to lead the
adventure as a Navy officer, a lot of good
things follow. You work with top-notch
men and women dedicated to
achievement. Your new management
skills and technical training add to the
=
personal and professional development
unique to being a Navy officer. The result
=
is challenging work from the start with a
lot of rewards along the way.
Exceptional benefits include free
medical and dental care, 30 days' paid
vacation each year, plus tax-free
incentives.
To be considered, you must have
a BA or BS degree. and he a U.S. citizen. You must he no more than
28 years old and pass an aptitude test and physical examination.
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Sign up for an interview in the Career Placement Office.
Interviews will he held 10 February 1987
or contact Navy Officer Programs.
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LEAD THE ADVENTURE.

past, UPS did not have a history of
fund-raising.
"In terms of the big dollars," said
Bushnell, "it's a radically different
style of fund raising to procure six or
seven figure gifts. It's not a phone
call or phonathon, it's a carefully
planned and orchestrated approach
that normally takes a period of several
years."
But Bushnell was sucessful. To
date, the staff has raised over $41
million. Yet discrepancy arises, as
the money raised does not
necessarily help defray the cost of
the centennial.
"The money that we are raising for
the institution bears no relation to the
funds that are expended for the
centennial," said Bushnell.
According to Bushnell, the six and
seven figure gifts go for "scholarships, for endowed chairs, for
research, for the operating budget,
for academic enrichment, for faculty
salaries, lists of priorities.
"The unrestricted endowment of
the institution--monies that are given
as unrestricted endowments--the
income from that, then, therefore,
can be used by the institution for
anything it wants: scholarships, the
light bills, whatever the institution
needs in the operating budget," said
Bushnell.
Yet, the centennial is the stated
reason for the fund raising campaign.
"I cannot imagine someone not
knowing that we are in the throes of a
major campaign foi the stated
purposes (the centennial)," said
Bushnell. "Over a ten-year period of
time, that's a long time for a
campaign, it loses its momentum and
excitement. But, nonetheless, now
that we're getting back to the focal
point of celebrating the centennial
per say, it all fits in again. They (the
donors) know we're in the throes of a
campaign," continued Bushnell.
"We're out to achieve these things
with these objectives, they
understand that the annual fund is
very much a part of the whole
campaign--Well, I mean, they should.
They are provided all the information
to understand all of that."
Ultimately, the centennial will be
paid f o r with unrestricted
endowment. A tenative budget,
approved
in November, 1984,
originally estimated
$150, 000
would be needed for the centennial
celebration.
The revised budget should be
approved at April's trustee meeting.
When asked if the centennial budget
would increase substantially,
Bushnell answered equivocally.
"Well, if we can recieve
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Estimated Tuitions for 1937-88
Estimated Tuition increases
from 1986-87 to 1987-88
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Centennial

continued from page 10
cost-recovery than our budget will be
substantially reduced."
Cost-recovery consists of alumni
buying advertisments in the Alumni
Calendar (a publication which will
mark Alumni centennial events). The
price of the advertisment would help
defray printing costs.
However, it was still not clear as to
how centennial events such as the
one occurring at the Pantages
Theater would be subsidized.
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continued from page 13
likely to increase she said, "Oh sure, I
think that that is a given." She thinks
that the increase is "going to be
troublesome but there is nothing I
can do about it." She also says that
she is going to be attending MIT next
year.
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We also asked the Admission
Office what the policy regarding
telling incoming freshmen about the
tuition increases. They told us that
they do not make a point of bringing
the issue up but if asked, they
respond that the tuition is likely to
continue to increase.
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make financial aid "more challenging
a process," but that he believed "this
increase will provide the university
with additional revenue" to increase
its competitiveness in the next ten
years.
Th'rndilI did not agree that the
university is underpriced now but felt
that additional things need to be
done as it "becomes a great
university."
Above all, students should make
sure to apply for financial aid as early
as possible. 70% of the student
body is now on financial aid and
those considered include "anybody
who demonstrates a need for funds."
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FIM 910-11 STEREO
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AT CJBIAT
As you may know, KUPS is specializes in new music. "Alternative New
What?" You know, the music and artists the Top 40 stations won't catch onto for
months ( more like YEARS!) or most likely never! Interesting, bizzare, hopefully
different music!
Well, did you know that KUPS has specialty shows, too? (WOW!) What more
could you ask for? Maybe a list of these shows and when you can hear them.
CLASSICAL- Weekend mornings from 6am to 10pm. Wake up with the classics.
Thaddeus Brophy highlights Modern Classical Music Sunday from
6 to 8am.
JAZZ- Sunday morning from 10am on. Jazz all Sunday with three spec
spots:

ZLI

noon-2pm - Highlights of Women in Jazz
Tara Fahey and Lydia Groom
6pm-8pm - Blues by Bob Inn
1 Opm-midnight - Big Band Jazz brought to you by Mike Korch

4

EARLY ROCK - The roots of rock and roll to 1969. 10am-4pm Saturday. With
Motown lunch at noon.
THE DEAD SHOW - an hour of the DEAD. Tune in with Brian Grube from 5-6pm
Saturday.

•

THE HISTORY, DEVELOPMENT, EVOLUTION FROM THE 60'S TO NOW 6-7pm Saturday Craig Critchley and Eric Lander take you through the transition
between early rock and our regular progressive format. And on the weekdays...
REGGAE - 5-6pm Tuesdays listen to Patrick Dahl.

•

TOP 12 AND A HALF - 4-5pm Tuesday, Steve Arnold. Why limit yourself to 10
favorites of the week.
Blues - noon-2pm Thursday with Chris Terp and Jack Harris.

El

AMERICAN INDEPENDENT LABELS - 4-6pm Jon Ferrurn. The best of smaller
American Labels.
HARDCORE - midnight -2am Wednesday. Thrash around with Malcorn O'Brien
and Craig Combs.

*

10

You complained. We listened. Many of you told us that you'd "like to listen to
KUPS in the morning, but if I set my alarm to it, I fall back asleep." To rernedey
this situation, we are now offering our regular noisey programming in that time
slot. Classical music is now offered for your consideration on Saturdays and
Sundays 6 -10 am.
Koo Koo Ca Choo,
Mark J. Miller
Music Director/General Mmager
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KUPS TOP 12 (and a half) FOR
JANUARY

Julian Cope
Pure Joy
World Party
Wallets
0. New Model Army

44I

Sire
Geffen
Epic
'What Goes 0
Mercury
Island
Dwindle
Chrysalys
Twin Tone
Capitol

Happy Head
Skylarking
Infected
Sleepless
Strong Persuader
Julian Cope
Pure Joy
Private Revolution
Take It
The Ghost of Cain

Mighty Lemon Drops
XTC
The The
Ups & Downs
Robert Cray
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NEWS BRIEF IS BACK
Keep up to date with what's happening in the world around us. 'tune in KUPS at
news,
noon and 6:00 am on weekdays and 6:00 am on Saturdays for a quick look at
sports, and weather. And for a recap of the week, listen to the News Review on
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Sunday nights.

Look for the KUPS Newsbrief weekdays in Jones Hall, the SUB, and the tunnels.
Steve Arnold
News Director
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